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A Scientist's Guide to Talking with the Media 2006
in a scientist s guide to talking with the media richard hayes and daniel grossman draw on their expertise in public
relations and journalism to empower researchers in a variety of fields to spread their message on their own terms the
authors provide tips on how to translate abstract concepts into concrete metaphors craft soundbites and prepare for
interviews for those looking for a higher profile the authors explain how to become a reporter s trusted source the first
card in the rolodex on controversial issues

Effective Science Communication 2020
being a scientist in the 21st century can be extremely demanding in addition to conducting exceptional research we are
expected to communicate it effectively to a variety of audiences from scientists and students to policymakers and press
officers this book provides a roadmap for how to disseminate your research findings in an engaging manner via a range of
channels such as scientific publications press releases social media and outreach furthermore by providing advice and
worked examples on how to fund and publish your research develop additional skills and support inclusive practices this
book provides a comprehensive handbook for how to be a successful scientist this second edition brings the text up to date
and includes additional material while retaining the combination of clear insight and practical advice that made the first
edition essential

Effective Science Communication 2020
being a scientist in the 21st century can be extremely demanding in addition to conducting exceptional research we are
expected to communicate it effectively to a variety of audiences from scientists and students to policymakers and press
officers this book provides a roadmap for how to disseminate your research findings in an engaging manner via a range of
channels such as scientific publications press releases social media and outreach furthermore by providing advice and
worked examples on how to fund and publish your research develop additional skills and support inclusive practices this
book provides a comprehensive handbook for how to be a successful scientist this second edition brings the text up to date
and includes additional material while retaining the combination of clear insight and practical advice that made the first
edition essential

Life and Research 2022-10-26
scientists embarking on a career in bench research need to develop an array of technical skills specific to lab settings but
beyond these skills they also need to learn what it means to work productively in a lab how to manage their professional
development and how to achieve work life balance in this guidebook an expert lab manager and a long time principal
investigator offer graduate students postdocs and other early career scientists practical advice for developing the
professional and personal skills needed to survive and thrive in lab settings with an emphasis on issues such as healthy
relationships professional behavior and self care the book coaches scientists on managing stress and avoiding burnout
factors that often interfere with the ability to carry out basic research and academic responsibilities it also shows them
how to deploy social and communication skills effectively in particular aspects of lab life from managing research projects
and collaborating with labmates to writing about their work and attending professional conferences born out of the authors
social media accounts most notably thelabmentor and youinthelab the book extends their platform for advising lab workers
at all levels and welcomes early career researchers into this friendly and supportive community

Science Communication 2012-10-25
science communication is a rapidly expanding area and meaningful engagement between scientists and the public requires
effective communication designed to help the novice scientist get started with science communication this unique guide
begins with a short history of science communication before discussing the design and delivery of an effective engagement
event along with numerous case studies written by highly regarded international contributors the book discusses how to
approach face to face science communication and engagement activities with the public while providing tips to avoid
potential pitfalls this book has been written for scientists at all stages of their career including undergraduates and
postgraduates wishing to engage with effective science communication for the first time or looking to develop their science
communication portfolio

From Start to Finish 2018-12-13
from start to finish a practical guide to becoming a scientist in psychology and neuroscience helps readers navigate the
scientific disciplines of psychology and neuroscience the text provides practical real world advice to a wide range of
scientists and those who aspire to be from undergraduate students mapping out initial career paths to established
professors the book helps early career scientists develop a plan to pursue a meaningful and fulfilling career discussi
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Preparing and Delivering Scientific Presentations 2011-01-21
the latest in springer s medical english series aimed at health care professionals who need english for their work but do
not speak english on a day to day basis although much of the information provided will be useful for scientists of all
backgrounds and nationalities the book is aimed especially at non native english speaking physicians and biomedical
scientists it offers clear advice on a variety of topics relevant to the successful preparation and delivery of scientific
presentations alongside guidance on the actual preparation and delivery of talks helpful information is provided on such
potential difficulties as dealing with questions chairing sessions and use of appropriate english the book will offer
encouragement for those embarking on a career in international science as well as practical advice on how to deal with a
wide range of situations that may develop in the context of an international congress

Career Advice for Young Scientists in Biomedical Research 2021-10-31
pursuing a career in biomedical research can be daunting considering the stiffer competition and uncertain career
prospects in academia this book summarizes career advice gathered during in depth interviews with 106 biomedical
scientists who lead their own laboratories the participating principal investigators are from 44 research institutions in 11
countries this book is unique in that it provides a glimpse into the mindset of principal investigators here the reader will
learn about common thought patterns and values as well as the range of opinions and ways of thinking to be found among
a large group of active principal investigators without having to read more than a hundred individual autobiographies the
book will benefit all phd students who want to learn more about their supervisor s mindset in order to successfully
complete their projects it can help freshly graduated phds planning to pursue an academic career and mds contemplating a
career in research to decide whether they truly want to embark on this path lastly it can offer young principal investigators
a source of inspiration on how to succeed and achieve their goals

Who Wants to be a Scientist? 2002
scientific research is about discovering new things and applying them to improvements in life style for people and animals
careers in science are now very demanding requiring much more than a keen scientific mind and practical ability this book
offers practical advice on how to choose science as a career

The Scientist's Guide to Writing 2016
cover title copyright contents preface part i what writing is 1 on bacon hobbes and newton and the selfishness of writing
well 2 genius craft and what this book is about part ii behavior 3 reading 4 managing your writing behavior 5 getting
started 6 momentum part iii content and structure 7 finding and telling your story 8 the canonical structure of the
scientific paper 9 front matter and abstract 10 the introduction section 11 the methods section 12 the results section 13
the discussion section 14 back matter 15 citations 16 deviations from the imrad canon part iv style 17 paragraphs 18
sentences 19 words 20 brevity part v revision 21 self revision 22 friendly review 23 formal review 24 revision and the
response to reviews part vi some loose threads 25 the diversity of writing forms 26 managing coauthorships 27 writing in
english for non native speakers part vii final thoughts 28 on whimsy jokes and beauty can scientific writing be enjoyed
acknowledgements references permanent urls index

Don't Be Such a Scientist 2010-05-17
you think too much you mother f think too much you re nothing but an arrogant pointy headed intellectual i want you out of
my classroom and off the premises in five minutes or i m calling the police and having you arrested for trespassing
hollywood acting teacher to randy olson former scientist after nearly a decade on the defensive the world of science is
about to be restored to its rightful place but is the american public really ready for science and is the world of science
ready for the american public scientists wear ragged clothes forget to comb their hair and speak in a language that even
they don t understand or so people think most scientists don t care how they are perceived but in our media dominated age
style points count enter randy olson fifteen years ago olson bid farewell to the science world and shipped off to hollywood
ready to change the world with films like flock of dodos the evolution intelligent design circus tribeca 06 showtime and
sizzle a global warming comedy outfest 08 he has tried to bridge the cultural divide that has too often left science on the
outside looking in now in his first book olson with a harvard ph d and formerly a tenured professor of marine biology at the
university of new hampshire recounts the lessons from his own hilarious and at times humiliating evolution from science
professor to hollywood filmmaker in don t be such a scientist he shares the secrets of talking substance in an age of style
the key he argues is to stay true to the facts while tapping into something more primordial more irrational and ultimately
more human in a book enlivened by a profane acting teacher who made olson realize that nobody wants to watch you think
he offers up serious insights and poignant stories you ll laugh you may cry and as a communicator you ll certainly learn the
importance of not only knowing how to fulfill but also how to arouse
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Practical Computing for Experimental Scientists 1988
this book fills a gap in scientists computer training by providing the basics needed to use today s computers and software it
describes available equipment and what to expect by way of performance discusses handling and storage of scientific data
and the display of results gives practical advice on the writing of programs examines problems of approximate calculation
and makes recommendations about the selection and care of hardware it is a timely essential volume for scientists working
with computers in experiments and research

The Sharpbrains Guide to Brain Fitness 2009
while most of us have heard the phrase use it or lose it very few understand what it means or how to properly use it in
order to maintain brain function and fitness the sharpbrains guide to brain fitness is an invaluable guide that helps readers
navigate growing brain research and identify the lifestyle factors and products that contribute to brain fitness by gathering
insights from eighteen of the world s top scientists and offering tools and detailed descriptions of over twenty products this
book is an essential guide to the field of brain fitness neuroplasticity and cognitive health

Practical Research Methods in Education 2019-03-04
practical research methods in education is a hands on guide which critically explores and scrutinizes research methods
used in educational enquiry drawing on the research practical experience and reflections of active researchers each
chapter offers explanations examples tasks for students to undertake and suggestions for further reading all of which are
designed to strengthen understanding of practical methods of data collection in educational and social science research
this insightful book offers detailed illustration of a range of data collection methods and approaches used in educational
research chapters written by active researchers experienced in addressing challenges of carrying out practical research in
education examples study tasks and suggestions for further reading in each chapter an exploration of critical reflection and
decision making in relation to research methodology in education close attention to research ethics exploring practical
methods of data collection for educational and social science research practical research methods in education is a unique
and valuable resource for any students interested and engaged in the planning and completion of their own investigations

Social Scientists Meet the Media 1994
social scientists meet the media collects the experiences of academics who have sought to publicize their research it
contains accounts from social scientists and representatives from radio television and the press

The Methodology of Economics 1992-07-31
this book is an examination of the nature of economic explanation the opening chapters introduce current thinking in the
philosophy of science and review the literature on methodology professor blaug then turns to the troublesome question of
the logical status of welfare economics giving the reader an understanding of the outstanding issues in the methodology of
economics this is followed by a series of case studies of leading economic controversies which shows how controversies in
economics may be illuminated by paying attention to questions of methodology a final chapter draws the strands together
and gives the author s view of what is wrong with modern economics this book is a revised and updated edition of a classic
work on the methodology of economics in which professor blaug develops his discussion of the latest developments in
macroeconomics general equilibrium theory and international trade theory a new section on the rationality postulate is
also added

Science Advice and Global Environmental Governance 2019-11-30
science advice and global environmental governance examines expert committees established to provide advice on science
to multilateral environmental agreements by focusing on how these institutions are sites of coproduction of knowledge and
policy this work brings to light the politics of science advice and details how these committees are contributing to an
emerging global environmental constitutionalism grounded in participant observation elite interviews and document
analysis this book uses the lenses of the body of experts body of knowledge and institutional body to focus on three treaties
the montreal protocol on substances that deplete the ozone layer the stockholm convention on persistent organic
pollutants and the un convention to combat desertification

Put Your Science to Work 2013-06-13
published by the american geophysical union as part of the special publications series whether you are a science
undergraduate or graduate student post doc or senior scientist you need practical career development advice put your
science to work the take charge career guide for scientists can help you explore all your options and develop dynamite
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strategies for landing the job of your dreams completely revised and updated from the best selling to boldly go a practical
career guide for scientists this second edition offers expert help from networking to negotiating a job offer this is the book
you need to start moving your career in the right direction

Research Design in Political Science 2007-10-23
when embarking on a new research project students face the same core research design issues this volume provides
readers with practical guidelines for both qualitative and quantitative designs discusses the typical trade offs involved in
choosing them and is rich in examples from actual research

Agrarian Reform and Resistance in an Age of Globalisation 2018-12-05
this book investigates the causes and effects of modernisation in rural regions of britain and ireland continental europe the
americas and australasia between 1780 and 1914 in this period the transformation of the world economy associated with
the industrial revolution fuelled dramatic changes in the international countryside as landowning elites agricultural
workers and states adapted to the consequences of globalisation in a variety of ways the chapters in this volume illustrate
similarities differences and connections between the resulting manifestations of agrarian reform and resistance that
spread throughout the euro american world and beyond during the long nineteenth century

National Foundation for Social Sciences 1967
now in a revised expanded second edition dr edmund burke s landmark book will take any athlete elite or recreational to
new peaks in physical performance based on the most recent sports science research dr burke s r4 system emphasizes the
importance of restoring fluids to your body to recover from dehydration replenishing glycogen a primary fuel source
reducing muscle and immune system damage resulting from exercise stress rebuilding muscle protein to maintain muscle
structure and function this remarkable nutritional regimen goes beyond sports drinks and energy bars and shows how to
consume the right nutrients in the right proportions to ensure muscle health and enhance performance in addition readers
will learn the latest on the importance of sleep and nutrition in recovery the best supplements and drinks to aid in
replenishment and a new spin on carbohydrate loading the book includes forewords by frank shorter an olympic marathon
champion and don kirkendall ph d a member of u s soccer sports medicine physical fitness research committee

Optimal Muscle Performance and Recovery 2003-04-14
at the turn of the 21st century the most valuable commodity in society is knowledge particularly new knowledge that may
give a culture company or laboratory an adaptive advantage knowledge about the cognitive processes that lead to
discovery and invention can enhance the probability of making valuable new discoveries and inventions such knowledge
needs to be made widely available to ensure that no particular interest group corners the market on techno scientific
creativity knowledge can also facilitate the development of business strategies and social policies based on a genuine
understanding of the creative process furthermore through an understanding of principles underlying the cognitive
processes related to discovery educators can utilize these principles to teach students effective problem solving strategies
as part of their education as future scientists this book takes the reader out onto the cutting edge of research in scientific
and technological thinking the editors advocate a multiple method approach chapters include detailed case studies of
contemporary and historical practices experiments computational simulations and innovative theoretical analyses the
editors attempt a provocative synthesis of this work at the end in order to achieve true scientific and technological
progress an understanding of the process by which species are transforming the world is needed this book makes an
important step in that direction by leading to breakthroughs in the understanding of discovery and invention

National Foundation for Social Sciences 1967
the most serious environmental problems of the twenty first century have the potential to alter the course of life on this
planet global warming toxic waste water and air pollution acid rain and shrinking energy supplies are frightening
challenges that may threaten our future if we do not face up to them p global environmental challenges provides important
information and gives us hope about the environment this book first helps us to grasp these difficulties then shows us the
choices we can make how long to leave a light on whether to take the car the train or bicycle to work whether to recycle or
throw away whether to vote to curb continued suburban sprawl all of these decisions can make a difference p this
collection of some of the best essays and articles on the environment comes from a variety of sources including journals
magazines websites of ecological conservation organizations and other publications p five major sections investigate the
interaction of population growth consumption and environment the emerging crisis in freshwater around the globe global
climate and atmosphere including global warming biodiversity loss and the concept of sustainable development using
natural resources to place future human development on a sustainable path the final section on sustainable development
reveals how we can take action as individuals we can make a difference readily and easily without making huge personal
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sacrifices as societies we can work together in a global community of interest to sustain the earth p this valuable resource
offers readers a better understanding of our environmental problems and presents solutions to improving the health of
theplanet p

Scientific and Technological Thinking 2004-09-22
the physician scientist s career guide provides a complete guide to having a successful career as a physician scientist filled
with first hand experiences and practical advice it guides readers through each step of this career path from choosing a
degree and training program to navigating the tenure track and through the intricacies of applying for and obtaining
funding the volume is unique in that it provides an overview of this entire career path allowing readers to envision and
prepare for their futures the physician scientist s career guide fulfills a unique and crucial need and will be an invaluable
guide for medical students fellows and newly appointed faculty members interested in a career in research

How to be a Successful Scientist 2016-01-12
examines the relationship between consumer behavior and the environment and suggests beneficial changes in behavior

Green Revolution? 2003
this book is a guide to non academic careers for quantitative social scientists written by social science phds working in
large corporations non profits tech startups and alt academic positions in higher education this book consists of more than
a dozen chapters on various topics on finding rewarding careers outside the academy chapters are organized in three parts
part i provides an introduction to the types of jobs available to social science phds where those jobs can be found and what
the work looks like in those positions part ii creates a guide for social science phds on how to set themselves up for such
careers including navigating the academic world of graduate school while contemplating non academic options and selling
their academic experience in a non academic setting part iii offers perspectives on timelines for making non academic
career decisions lifestyle differences between academia and non academic jobs and additional resources for those
considering a non academic route providing valuable insight on non academic careers from those who have successfully
made the transition this volume will be an asset to graduate students advisors and recent phds in quantitative social
science

Global Environmental Challenges of the Twenty-first Century 2010-10-26
guide on writing and submitting a scientific paper for graduates to professionals

The Physician Scientist's Career Guide 1999
for more than 15 years the academic job search handbook has assisted job seekers in all academic disciplines in their
search for faculty positions the new fourth edition provides updated advice and addresses hot topics in today s competitive
job market

The Consumer's Guide to Effective Environmental Choices 2023-08-14
an epic story of courage genius and terrible folly this is the first history of how the soviet union s scientists became both
the glory and the laughing stock of the intellectual world simon ings weaves together what happened when a handful of
impoverished and underemployed graduates professors and entrepreneurs collectors and charlatans bound themselves to a
failing government to create a world superpower and he shows how stalin s obsessions derailed a great experiment in
rational government

Non-Academic Careers for Quantitative Social Scientists 2006-04-26
words on the street is an experienced insider s analysis of wall street language this informative and entertaining
exploration of marketplace rhetoric focuses on metaphors derived from the fascinating arenas of games love war politics
religion the fine arts and natural physical science this expose reviews that wordplay in the context of the american dream
armies of books describe marketplace structure and instruments recount economic history or unveil personalities and
strategies of heroic or scandalous individuals and institutions words on the street is different it enlightens wall street
professionals main street audiences policy makers and academics regarding wall street talk and its implications wall street
and american dream rhetoric reflect and shape marketplace perspectives and thereby influence quests to make keep and
manage money therefore wall street propaganda has major financial consequences for both wall street insiders and main
street words may change marketplace viewpoints including dogmas related to investment this cultural investigation shows
how investors and other players are persuaded to venture into and stay within stock interest rate currency and commodity
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arenas the opportunity to make money is a very incomplete explanation the book is extensively documented from financial
sources and via references to literature film and music this study of wall street s language and rhetorical methods benefits
wall street professionals main street residents businesses politicians and regulators seeking insight on how and why wall
street sermons attract and convince them enticed by the oratory of wall street and its allies many millions of main street
dwellers around the globe have marched into and remained within wall street often to invest the recent worldwide
economic crisis underlines the importance of wall street marketplaces even for those who have not carried their own
money directly to wall street tables words on the street demolishes the scientific ambitions and claims not only of wall
street but also of economics and other social sciences words investigates and discredits the counterfeit science alleged
objectivity of the influential armies of would be newtons einsteins darwins and fords roaming throughout wall street and
economics its analysis of wall street language in the context of the american dream will fascinate american history scholars
and students finally words provides an innovative yet persuasive explanation of cultural reasoning and how it differs from
scientific rationality leo haviland has three decades of experience in the wall street trading environment leo has worked for
goldman sachs sempra energy trading and other institutions in his research and sales career in stock interest rate foreign
exchange and commodity battlefields he has dealt with numerous and diverse financial institutions and individuals he is a
graduate of the university of chicago phi beta kappa and the cornell law school

How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper 2008-06-30
biomedical scientists are the most likely health care professionals to actually move to an english speaking country to
continue professional training and career development this book should help to apply for jobs write résumés face job
interviews and settle into a new working environment in english the practical approach of the units will boost the readers
self confidence in their own english capabilities this book should help reducing the anticipated stress of having to learn
important matters directly on the job and secure more efficient and productive communication from the start

The Academic Job Search Handbook 1967
earth now is dominated by both biogeophysical and anthropogenic processes as represented in these two images from a
simulation of aerosols dust red from the sahara sweeps west across the atlantic ocean sea salt blue rises into the
atmosphere from winds over the north atlantic and from a tropical cyclone in the indian ocean organic and black carbon
green from biomass burning is notable over the amazon and southeast asia plumes of sulfate white from fossil fuel burning
are particularly prominent over northeastern north america and east asia if present trends of dust emissions and fossil fuel
burning continues in what we call the anthropocene epoch then we could experience high atmospheric co2 levels leading
to unusual warming rarely experienced in earth s history this book focuses on human influences on land ocean and the
atmosphere to determine if human activities are operating within or beyond the safe zones of our planet s biological
chemical and physical systems volume highlights include assessment of civic understanding of earth and its future
understanding the role of undergraduate geoscience research and community driven research on the anthropocene
effective communication of science to a broader audience that would include the public the k 12 science community or
populations underrepresented in the sciences public outreach on climate education geoscience alliance and scientific
reasoning future earth is a valuable practical guide for scientists from all disciplines including geoscientists museum
curators science educators and public policy makers

National Foundation for Social Sciences 2016-10-04
rabi s voice comes through vividly and forcefully this is a work of great inspiration aage bohr professor of physics niels
bohr institute copenhagen denmark this excellent work is the first full biography of professor rabi the scientist who
epitomizes the passing of the torch of physics from europe to the united states almost a half century ago as i read this
biography it was almost as if rabi himself were retelling these events so that all can share his memories of those exciting
and important years and benefit from his experience and wisdom rosalyn s yalow nobel laureate in medicine a delightful
book about a delightful man rabi always found a simpler way to do any given experiment and this made him a great
physicist he has now become a sage who has given the most useful advice to all his colleagues hans a bethe nobel laureate
in physics and professor emeritus of physics cornell university a steadily fascinating account of an exemplary life rigden
gives the lay reader a clear idea of what the physicist is seeing what leads him to such strange thoughts his account of the
matter of j robert oppenheimer gives more useful information in a few pages than i could find in the near thousand page
transcript of the hearings howard nemerov pulitzer prize winning poet and professor of english washington university an
admirable biography the best possible replacement for the memoirs that rabi never found time to write mcgeorge bundy
professor of history new york university the twentieth century was a time of high adventure in physics it is no wonder that
rabi with his ebullience and complex genius and wisdom found his profession wonderful as rigden demonstrates in this
complete and very good book physics was wonderful for rabi and rabi was wonderful for physics r r wilson science the
growth in this century of the american physics community in size stature and influence is certainly a historical
development with deep roots and profound implications john rigden s rabi scientist and citizen is a fascinating treatment of
that subject as reflected in the career and person of isidor i rabi the book sets forth in coherent and sometimes passionate
prose an impressive account of i i rabi s self image and vision a vision shared by an important group of physicist colleagues
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an engaging personal portrait allan a needell isis a journal of the history of science a real tour de force and a pleasure to
read john g king physics today rabi s life was remarkable full of incident vision and action including war hot and cold the
biography is a masterpiece rich in anecdote and never losing the narrative drive new scientist nobel prize winning
physicist i i rabi was described by journalist daniel greenberg in 1967 as the éminence grise of america s scientific
establishment during the second world war he was in charge of radar research as an associate director of the mit radiation
laboratory and was a senior consultant for los alamos scientific laboratory after the war he helped to establish the
brookhaven national laboratory he sat on the general advisory committee gac of the atomic energy commission eventually
succeeding oppenheimer as chairman under eisenhower he was an architect of the president s science advisory committee
as an elder statesman in the american cold war scientific community he was concerned to solidify both the political and the
cultural power of science john s rigden s biography of rabi now reissued with a new preface by the author emphasizes rabi
s view of science as properly not just a source of technological and military strength but as the center of culture charles
thorpe british journal for the history of science rigden physicist and editor of the american journal of physics has created
an intimate portrait of this titan of 20th century science the book takes the reader into a world where powerful physical
forces and powerful political forces come together to shape our century bulletin of science technology society a satisfying
sympathetic portrait of a modest brilliant scientist who regards his calling as sacred a religious exploration of one god the
god being nature readers will treasure equally the story of rabi s molecular beam experiments which earned him the nobel
prize in 1944 and a gallery of revealing glimpses of his scientist friends chief among them j robert oppenheimer publishers
weekly i i rabi is one of this country s most distinguished physicists his life has encompassed all of this century and the
revolution in physics that it produced an interesting story ably told by john s rigden a physicist at the university of missouri
st louis lee dembart los angeles times

Stalin and the Scientists 2011
a description of mental mechanisms that explain how emotions influence thought from everyday decision making to
scientific discovery and religious belief and an analysis of when emotion can contribute to good reasoning

Word$ on the $Treet 2009-07-21
a compendium of exercises strategies tips and techniques to sharpen memory skills max your memory is the first visually
led memory improving program to be fully illustrated with infographics max your memory helps boost memory power with
techniques and tests for the ultimate brain workout each exercise chapter includes engaging puzzles games and exercises
that will help sharpen one s memory in ways big and small self assessments at the beginning of each chapter help readers
chart their progress as they go along

English for Biomedical Scientists 2014-04-08

Future Earth 2019-08-15

Rabi: Scientist & Citizen 2008

Hot Thought 2011-12-19

Max Your Memory
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